GIANT SET HIIT WORKOUT
HIIT WORKOUT
This 16 exercise workout is broken down to focus on 4 muscle groups. For each set
complete all 4 exercises in a row (10 reps per exercise). Then rest 1 minute and repeat
two more sets. After completing giant set move to the next muscle group.

16 EXERCISES TOTAL

4 MUSCLE GROUPS

3 SETS OF 10 PER EXERCISE

1

2

UPPER BODY

LOWER

1
Dumbbell Chest Press

1
Dumbbell Suit Case Squat

Push dumbbells up until arms are extended.

Hold dumbbell in each hand at sides, push your hips back and
squat down until your thighs are parallel to floor.

2
Dumbbell Chest Fly

2
Prisoner Lunges

Hold dumbbells overhead, lower your arms out at both sides in a wide
arc.

Hands behind head, step forward with one leg and lower until rear
knee is close to floor

3
Dumbbell Sumo Squat

3
Dumbbell Bent Over Row

Bend knees slightly and bend at the waist; keeping back straight until
it’s parallel to the floor.

Hold dumbbell in front of waist, lower body by pushing hips back and
bending your knees.

4
Plyo Lateral Lunge

4
Dumbbell Reverse Delt Fly

Bend torso forward, arms extend below your body and lift dumbbells
out to sides.

Lunge down while leaning your torso forward, touch hand to
opposite foot and repeat.

Have questions? See your club trainer!

GIANT SET HIIT WORKOUT
16 EXERCISES TOTAL

4 MUSCLE GROUPS

3 SETS OF 10 PER EXERCISE

3

4

CORE

BICEPS/TRICEPS
1
Cable Curl

1
Alternate V-up

Grab the cable bar, keep the elbows close and curl toward
chest.

Move to a sit up motion with upper body, lift one leg off floor,
reach to touch opposite toe.

2
Preacher Curl

2
Side Plank Dips Left

Chest positioned against preacher bench pad, curl bar and contract biceps.

In plank position, rest hips on ground raise hips until body is in
a straight line.

3
Dips

3
Side Plank Dips Right

Place palms on bench, extend legs and lower toward ground, using
triceps.

In plank position, rest hips on ground raise hips until body is in a
straight line.

4
Lying Leg Raise

4
Triangle Tricpes Extension

hands and triangle at chest, lower until arms are fully extended.

Lie on back and extend legs up to a 45 degree angle.

Have questions? See your club trainer!

EXERCISE INDEX

Dumbbell Chest Press - Lie on back, push dumbbells up until arms are extended, keeping them
at shoulder-width apart.
Dumbbell Suit Case Squat – Hold dumbbell in each hand at sides, push your hips back and squat
down until your thighs are parallel to floor,
Dumbbell Chest Fly – Hold dumbbells overhead, with a slight bend on your elbows, lower your
arms out at both sides in a wide arc.
Prisoner Lunges – Hands behind head, step forward with one leg, remain upright and lower until
rear knee is close to floor.
Dumbbell Bent Over – Bend knees slightly, bring your torso forward by bending at the waist; keep
back straight until it’s parallel to the floor.
Dumbbell Sumo Squat - Hold an end of dumbbell with each hand at arm’s length in front of
waist, lower body as far as possible by pushing hips back and bending your knees.
Dumbbell Reverse Delt Fly - Bend torso forward, legs slightly bent, arms extend below your body
and lift dumbbells out to sides.
Plyo Lateral Lunge - Lunge down while leaning your torso forward without rounding your spine,
touch hand to opposite foot and repeat.
Cable Curl - Grab the cable bar at shoulder width, keep the elbows close and curl toward chest.
Grab the cable bar, keep the elbows close and curl toward chest.
Alternate V-Up – Lie on back, move to a sit up motion with upper body, lift one leg off floor and
reach to touch opposite toe.
Preacher Curl - Upper arms and chest positioned against preacher bench pad, curl bar and
contract biceps.
Side Plank Dips Left - In plank position, rest hips on ground, lift your hips and legs off of the ground
until body is in a straight line.
Side Plank Dips Right – In plank position, rest hips on ground, lift your hips and legs off of the
ground until body is in a straight line.
Dips – Place palms on bench, extend legs and lower toward ground, using triceps.
Triangle Triceps Extension – hands and triangle at chest, lower until arms are fully extended.
Lying Leg Raise – Lie on back and extend legs up to a 45 degree angle.

